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Changing Data Protection Requirements
New business imperatives, along with the continuous growth in the volume of data that IT
organizations have to manage, are creating the need for a more intelligent data protection
solution. Organizations today face a range of challenges, including:
• Tape backups that take more time while IT organizations have less time
• Backup windows that are expanding outside of the allotted time
• Project deadlines that require faster and more reliable restores
• Increasing legal and audit requests for fast access to random collections of backup data
• Requests from auditors, lawyers, regulators, customers, partners, and suppliers
demanding extended data retention periods and increased data security policies
• The need for faster recovery from site disasters
Tape-based backup is proving insufficient to meet these new requirements. Restores from tape
are slow and unreliable because:
• During critical restore operations, tapes may be corrupted, damaged, or blank
• Tapes are often unlabeled or mislabeled
• Tapes may be lost or stolen
• Locating and retrieving data from tapes can take hours or days to complete
• Old tapes can’t be read by new tape drives or new backup/archive software releases
For the past five decades, magnetic tape as a backup storage medium has been the only costeffective solution. However, new business demands for faster and more reliable backups and
restores have pushed the use of tape beyond many of its capabilities.

A New Data Protection Approach
A new class of disk-based backup solutions with compression and data deduplication is now
available to address these issues. These innovative systems replace onsite and, if required, offsite
tapes with low cost, efficient, online disk-based storage. Since all data is protected online, these
solutions ensure the highest levels of long-term data integrity, availability, and security. In
addition, these systems dramatically reduce the administration required to perform backups and
to restore files or recover from site disasters.
This paper explores the architecture and functionality of ExaGrid’s Cost-effective Disk-based
Backup solution.
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ExaGrid Disk-based Backup with Data Deduplication
ExaGrid’s turnkey system works in conjunction with your existing backup applications to
replace onsite or onsite and offsite tape backups with a disk-based backup system. ExaGrid is
easy to install and use, and fits seamlessly into your existing environment, enabling you to
leverage your existing technology investments. You can still maintain your existing off-site tape
strategy or by leveraging ExaGrid’s multi-site support; you can reduce or even eliminate reliance
on off-site tapes.
ExaGrid is extremely cost-effective, providing data compression for the most recent backup
along with byte-level data deduplication for all previous backups. ExaGrid’s byte-level data deduplication technology stores only the changes from backup to backup instead of storing full file
copies. This unique approach reduces the amount of SATA disk space needed by a range of 10 to
1, to upwards of 50 to 1, or more, resulting in a solution that is a fraction of the cost of standard
SATA drives and about the cost of tape backup. A remote ExaGrid System can replace off-site
tape because the byte-level data deduplication technology only moves changed bytes, requiring
minimal bandwidth.
The following diagram shows how ExaGrid can be deployed:
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ExaGrid supports the ability to have two or more sites in a multi-site topology. At each site,
backup applications can write data to the ExaGrid in place of sending backup data to tape. This
is called backup to disk (or D2D). ExaGrid also supports the ability to do disk to disk to tape
(D2D2T) where data can be copied from the ExaGrid System to tape by the backup application
for off-site storage. Lastly, ExaGrid can replace tape by providing an off-site system where
backups from one or more sites can be transferred for long-term retention or disaster recovery
protection. In this case, backup data for every site is maintained locally on high quality disks as
well as at an off-site location.
ExaGrid is designed to work with what you already have in your environment. It leverages:
• Your existing backup software applications
• Standard backup to disk features
• Standard Ethernet IP network connectivity within and between sites
• Standard VPN connections between sites for security
• Standard 19” data center racks

ExaGrid Architecture
The ExaGrid system appears to your backup application as a Network Attached Storage (NAS)
device. This system is created from industry-standard components including Intel’s quad-core
Xeon processors, enterprise SATA drives with RAID 6 plus hot spare protection.
The ExaGrid system is mounted in a standard 19” rack and is connected to the backup server via
a standard Ethernet switch. Additional ExaGrid servers can be connected to the switch to create
a scalable system.
Multiple ExaGrid systems in a multi-site deployment communicate with each other using
standard IP WAN connectivity. Security of data transferred between sites can be achieved over
standard VPN encryption if necessary.

ExaGrid Functional Overview
A Disk-based Target for Backup Applications
The ExaGrid system acts as a target for your existing backup applications. Instead of sending
nightly and weekend backups to a traditional tape system, files are written directly to one or
more NAS shares using the standard NAS disk target feature in the existing backup application.
Through the use of your existing backup application, all data can be protected, regardless of
whether primary storage is SAN, DAS or NAS and whether the file system is Windows,
NetWare, Linux, UNIX, VMware and other popular operating system environments.
The industry’s most popular backup and data protection products are supported by
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ExaGrid including: CA ARCServe, Symantec Backup Exec, Symantec NetBackup, CommVault
Simpana, EMC Networker, Microsoft SQL dump, VMware (VMDK), Oracle RMAN and others.
Consult ExaGrid for an expanded list of supported backup applications and data types.
Highest Backup Performance with Post Processing

The ExaGrid system uses post processing to perform its backup data compression and deduplication. This means that the backup data is written directly from the backup server to disk
without any processing to interfere. Once the backup job is complete and off the network, then
the ExaGrid system compresses and de-duplicates the data. Since nothing is done to the data, it
can be written at the highest possible rate, meaning the smallest possible backup window. Once
the data is written to disk at high speed, it is protected and immediately available for restore or
tape copy. The deduplication process runs in the background.
Each ExaGrid server is built around this architecture and has the right amount of processing
power, memory and storage capacity to allow room for the data to land and be post-processed.
Post-processing is also not protocol dependent, so the ExaGrid system performs just as well in
Windows (CIFS) environments as well as UNIX (NFS) environments.
The alternative technology, in-line processing, means data is processed as it comes in from the
backup server. Since each bit of data has to be de-duplicated on the fly, this can slow the backup
down significantly. With ExaGrid’s post process approach, backups run as fast as disk
technology can write, resulting in the shortest backup window possible.
Highest Restore and Tape Copy Performance with Byte-level Data Deduplication

In addition to landing backups in their entirety without processing for maximum backup
performance, the ExaGrid system is optimized for maximum restore performance for the most
recent backup. It does this by maintaining the full native disk copy of the most recent backup
even after deduplication of the backup has begun. The full copy is kept for as long as possible,
ensuring that most restores will utilize this copy versus a de-duplicated version. Since well over
90% of restores typically come from the most recent data and that data requires no processing to
retrieve, the ExaGrid will provide the faster possible restore.
Optimizing for restore of the most recent backup pays huge dividends in terms of performance
during critical restores. In the event of a server or SAN outage, or a site disaster, it is critical to
get the data back as quickly as possible to restore operations. The longer operations are
impacted, the greater the financial and strategic implications will be to the business.
Even for restores from older data, starting from the recent data in its complete form and working
backward to the version required is faster than having to start with the oldest data and work
forwards through all the version, as block level deduplication has to do.
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A standard backup job can run to copy the most recent backup from ExaGrid to tape. The tape
copy performance is fast since ExaGrid keeps the most recent backup in its complete form.

Type of Restore

Urgency/Size

Speed from Tape

Speed from ExaGrid

Speed from In-line
Deduplication
architecture

Server or SAN
Outage – need most
recent data

Critical/Large

Slow

Fastest possible –
comes from full disk
copy

Medium – need to reassemble data

Site Disaster – need
most recent data

Critical/Large

Slow

Fastest possible –
comes from full disk
copy

Medium – need to reassemble data

Request for older file
or database – need
older data

Low/Small

Slow

Medium – byte level
changes poured in to
re-create version

Medium – need to
reassemble data

Highest Performance for Backup, Restore and Tape Copy
ExaGrid’s unique architectural and technological advantages optimize the system for backup and
restore/tape copy performance. This means shorter backup windows, tapes ready for off-site
sooner, and faster restores.
Byte-level Data Deduplication
Data backups make inefficient use of storage capacity. Even when files don’t change from week
to week, full backup file sets are still created. The same data is backed up over and over again.
ExaGrid stores the most recent backup, and for all previous backups only stores the bytes that
change from backup to backup.
These efficiencies enable ExaGrid to be more cost effective than standard SATA disk with
RAID. An ExaGrid system typically requires approximately 1/20th to 1/50th the SATA storage
space of standard disk, resulting in a solution that costs a fraction of the price of standard disk,
and about the price of tape backup.
Since backup history is kept for years, potentially hundreds of copies of the same data are stored
over and over again. When a backup occurs night after night, the data backed up is almost
identical to the night before. ExaGrid minimizes the amount of data to be stored by providing
standard data compression for the most recent backups, along with byte-level data deduplication
for all previous backups. ExaGrid’s byte-level data deduplication technology stores only the
bytes that change from backup to backup instead of storing full file copies, significantly reducing
the amount of disk space required.
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For example, in a scenario using standard SATA disks, if 5TB of primary data (full backup) is
backed up ten times, then 50TB of data is stored at the end of the period., without additional
overhead for RAID
Typically, only 2% of data changes between backups. Byte level data deduplication only stores
those changes at the byte level. If 5TB is backed up and the next day backed up again, only
100GB will have changed. Instead of storing 5TB ten times, the first 5TB is stored and then the
100GB of changes for each previous backup. With compression and data deduplication, the first
5TB is compressed 2 to 1 resulting in 2.5 TB plus nine 100GB changes will be stored for a total
of 3.4TB. In this example the data deduplication is about 15 to 1.
Longer retention periods result in even greater storage savings. For 5TB of data with 20 full
backups, 100TB of storage is needed without RAID, compression and data deduplication. With
compression and data deduplication only 4.4TB of storage is required. (2.5 from the last back
compressed, plus 19 x 100GB changes). This results in a data reduction ratio of 23 to 1.

Standard SATA

ExaGrid with Standard SATA
2X Compression on last backup
Byte-level data deduplication for
all previous backups

2.5TB Last Backup
100GB Deltas
(2% change rate)

TOTAL = 50TB

TOTAL = 3.4TB

ExaGrid’s Optional Offsite Capability for Long Term Offsite Retention or Data
Disaster Recovery
The need for fast and simple restores from long term offsite data backup storage or for data
recovery during a site disaster is becoming a business imperative for many companies. With
today’s tape-based protection, the longest delays in recovering from a system or site disaster are
caused by the need to acquire, load, and restore data from offsite tapes. Many times, tapes are
lost, stolen or misplaced. In addition, the time it takes to complete a recovery operation increases
considerably if one or more of the backup or archive tapes is found to be corrupted, damaged,
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blank, or incomplete. When this occurs, older backup tapes must be used. This results in a longer
overall recovery process and the data finally restored to users and applications may be weeks old.
With ExaGrid, an available offsite disk-based backup system provides offsite tape replacement
and faster and more reliable data recovery. The byte level changes from a local site ExaGrid are
replicated efficiently to an off-site system. Since only the bytes that change from backup to
backup are replicated typically only about 1/50th of the backup traverses the WAN. When a
primary site disaster occurs, it takes just a few seconds to initiate a data recovery process at the
second site using the existing backup application. All data is available because protected data is
continually replicated to the off-site disk-based repository.
On-site and Off-site, or Multi-site Disk-based Backup
The ExaGrid supports two-site and multi-site topologies. Each site can act as a backup target for
storage of local backups. Further, each site can transfer just the changed bytes to an off-site
location so that the off-site location can perform data recovery if the local site is lost. This
support is bi-directional allowing systems used as off-site repositories to also act as local backup
targets for data backups at those sites. With two-site configurations, it is very common to have
both systems act as a local backup target and to cross-protect each other by replicating the local
data to the opposing site. With multi-site topologies, a centrally located site may cross protect
with one of the other locations for long-term retention and disaster recovery for the central site
backup data.

On-site and Off-site are Identical
For each 1TB full, two T1’s are required (assuming a 2% byte change rate)
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Multi-site Topology

WAN Bandwidth Efficiency with Byte-level Data Deduplication
Sending a large collection of files or a very large database or email backup file across a WAN is
not feasible with the limited bandwidth of most WAN connections.
ExaGrid’s delta technology can also deliver the equivalent of a 50:1 reduction in the amount of
bandwidth consumed on a WAN as only byte level deltas are transmitted to the second site
repository. The 50:1 reduction is an average based on the fact that in most environments about
two percent of the overall data, at the byte level, changes from week to week. ExaGrid only
moves the two percent that changed, at the byte level, since the full backup job already resides
on the second site system. When the bytes transfer to the second site they are stores but also
merged into the full backup to bring it up to date with the most recent full backup.
In a typical ExaGrid dual-site implementation, two T1’s, or about 3Mbps of bandwidth is
required per 1TB of primary data backed up during a full backup. Two percent of 1TB is 20GB,
and two T1’s of bandwidth will allow that 20 GB of changes to be transmitted to the remote site
in well under 24 hours. 2TB will require four T1’s, 3TB will require six T1’s and so on. Unusual
environments including those that have a higher than normal data change rate or requirements to
have the data off-site within a very abbreviated time frame may require more bandwidth.
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GRID Scalability
ExaGrid’s byte-level data deduplication does not depend on a large in-memory hash table, since
it does not use blocks and hashes to find duplication, nor does it process in line. This allows the
system to automatically distribute data and processing across multiple systems using a peer
GRID computing architecture. This means that as data grows, so does performance. As an
example, our 100TB system has a backup throughput of up to 18TB per hour.
The ExaGrid system is easily expanded by adding additional ExaGrid servers. Once installed,
multiple ExaGrid servers act as a single virtual pool of storage capacity for your backups. This
eliminates the need to migrate data or start a new retention rotation in a new isolated system.
The ExaGrid software ensures that there is always adequate room for ongoing backups across the
ExaGrid systems.

ExaGrid’s scalable architecture has several advantages, including:
• In place, plug and play scalability without added complexity
• The ability to add systems without disruption
• The ability to mix and match systems of different disk capacities and processing power to
create a larger, more powerful pool of capacity
• New higher capacity and higher performance systems can be added to an existing
ExaGrid system over time. This eliminates the technology obsolescence problems
associated with tape technologies today
• Right-sizing of the system to the data
• Performance is maintained as each ExaGrid is a server with disk, processor, memory and
bandwidth. Performance related system resources accompany additional disk capacity.
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Fast

ExaGrid Performance
Short Backup Window – stays short over time

Performance

Disk Shelves Performance
Long Backup Window – gets longer over time

Slow
Initial Capacity

Added Capacity
Capacity
(data growth)

Added Capacity
Capacity
(data growth)

Data Protection Redundancy
RAID 6 plus a hot spare is employed to protect against two simultaneous disk failures in order to
ensure that your backup data is always available for restore. This method of data protection
redundancy provides:
• System operation, even with a simultaneous disk drive failure
• The ability to automatically rebuild the RAID set, to the included spare drive, if a drive
failure occurs
• Hot swappable drives; if a drive fails the system still runs; replace the drive at any time
Data Integrity Verification
All copies and versions of data in the ExaGrid system are continually checked using MD5
checksum technology. When data is first protected, a checksum is computed and stored along
with the protected data.

Advanced Disk-based Backup and Security Management
New business imperatives are driving advanced data retention requirements, new random data
restore requirements, and increased security requirements.
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ExaGrid Uses Your Backup Application Data Retention Management
Based on regulatory rules, business goals, customer agreements, partnership agreements and
legal requirements, each collection of data that is created by an organization may need to be
retained for different periods of time. The ExaGrid system acts as a live disk-based data
repository for your existing backup application. All retention is controlled by the backup
application. If the backup application reaches its retention period all replicas and versions of that
data is purged from the system. It’s impossible to manage the retention and purging of data with
magnetic tapes since every tape contains a mix of data in an interlaced format.

ExaGrid Security
Data theft from lost or stolen tapes is being reported by major corporations at an alarming rate.
By its very nature, traditional tape is not secure, and there is an increased likelihood that vital
company data will fall into the wrong hands:
• Tapes are handled by many individuals, including employees and third-party personnel
• The data on tape is rarely encrypted and if lost or stolen can be easily read
ExaGrid eliminates all of these data security issues. Standard building, data center and network
security apply, as the primary ExaGrid system and optional second site system reside in standard
data centers making ExaGrid as secure as the rest of your IT infrastructure.
In addition, as data is transmitted between repositories across the WAN, the data is encrypted
using industry-standard VPN technology.

Backup Job Aware Reporting
The ExaGrid System is the only product in the industry that allows organizations to tie the
information in their backup application to the status of the backup jobs in the disk-based backup
target. Through ExaGrid’s content aware architecture, it can display information such as deduplication ratio and replication status by backup job versus just by artificial containers that have
nothing to do with the backup application such as systems or shares. With other disk-based
backup systems, once the data leaves the backup application, it just a bucket of blocks with no
relationship to the backup application or environment.
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This information is extremely useful in backup and recovery scenarios. The ability to view deduplication ratio by backup job empowers organizations to understand which data is being most
impacted by deduplication and which data might be lagging. They can focus on the lagging data
and potentially make changes that will increase the deduplication effect. Further, organizations
can easily see which backup jobs are driving growth in capacity utilization and focus on those in
their planning efforts.
The ability to view replication status by backup job has enormous impact on an organization’s
ability to audit disaster recovery processes and can dramatically aid in an actual disaster
scenario. By being able to see which backup jobs have completely replicated versus those that
may be in progress, an organization can confidently restore those jobs from the disaster recovery
site that are complete. Attempted restores from partially replicated backup jobs waste time and
could potentially result in restoring corrupted data. Meanwhile users are not productive and the
company loses money.

No other disk-based backup product that supports replication has backup job aware reporting.
The only information an organization is provided is whether replication is running or whether it
is complete. Should someone need to do a test, or more importantly a real, restore, there is no
way to know which backup jobs are completely available and which ones are in flight. The
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safest thing in this case would be to go back to the prior complete data set, missing an
opportunity to use more recent data for at least some of the backup jobs.

ExaGrid in Your Environment
ExaGrid provides single site or multi-site data protection for your IT environment. It leverages:
• Your existing backup applications
• Industry-standard Ethernet IP networking technology
• Standard Intel-based systems with high quality enterprise SATA drives
• Standard 19” data center rack mounted configurations
• A single site system maintaining standard offsite tapes or an end-to-end multi-site system
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The ExaGrid Advantage
ExaGrid is the most advanced disk-based backup system with compression and data deduplication on the market today. The ExaGrid solution has key advantages which should be
considered when choosing a disk-based backup system.
These key advantages are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highest performance for backups for short backup windows
Fast restores as the last backup is kept in its complete form
Fast tape copy for creation of offsite tapes
Right sizing as ExaGrid can scale in 1TB, 2TB, 3TB, 4TB, 5TB, and 10TB increments
A WAN efficient offsite solution for offsite tape replacement
GRID Scalability to maintain performance as data grows

ExaGrid Server Configurations
1TB –
2TB –
3TB –
4TB –
5TB –
10TB –

EX1000
EX2000
EX3000
EX4000
EX5000
EX10000E

Each server can store the rated full backup, plus 16 weeks retention
• EX5000 stores up to a 5TB full backup, plus up to 16 weeks of retention
Mix-and-Match in 1TB to 5TB increments to build larger systems
• Example: 7TB ExaGrid System = 1 EX4000 + 1 EX3000
• Example: 10TB ExaGrid System = 2 EX5000’s
• Example: 20TB ExaGrid System = 4 EX5000’s
• Example: 50TB ExaGrid System = 5 EX10000E’s
• Example: 100TB ExaGrid System = 10 EX10000E’s
Scalability Without Added Complexity

The GRID technology in the ExaGrid system means that when the system needs to grow, it is a
simple plug and play process. To add an ExaGrid server into an existing system, it is simply
plugged into the rack, connected to the network, and a back-end gigabit Ethernet network
between the systems is connected. The systems automatically recognize each other and virtualize
into a single system. They then load and capacity balance automatically without user
intervention. Add a 1TB system to a 2TB system and you end up with one 3TB system with a
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single management view and single virtualized storage system with additional computing power,
memory and network capacity.
Without the GRID technology, separate systems have to be deployed. This means that data
management between the systems is manual, and has to be manually rebalanced if data sets grow
at differing rates.
Performance Scaling with Data Growth

Since the GRID technology grows by adding units of processing, memory, network connections
and storage together, the total capability of the system grows with the data. This means that as
the data grows, the backup window will remain short.
In alternative systems where system growth is accomplished by adding storage only,
performance remains the same even if capacity increases. This means that double the data means
double the backup window. It also means that when the capacity limit of the system is reached,
no further growth is possible and the only option is separate systems.
Right Sizing to the Data

ExaGrid’s flexible combination of GRID technology, post-processing and byte-level data deduplication allows ExaGrid to provide a solution that scales up and down in granular units to the
backup data set. ExaGrid offers building blocks in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10TB units. These are not 110 physical TB, but rather systems designed for backing up their rated size of data AND include
room for all the de-duplicated backup retention and history. Up to 10 ExaGrid servers can be
plugged into a single GRID for up to a 100TB backup, plus 16 weeks of retention in a single
GRID.
This allows for the most cost effective solution, since a system can be sized for the current data,
or desired growth, and the increased later using the GRID technology. There is no need to
overbuy now to account for growth with disk and processor prices continually falling. This
approach also allows for starting slowly and adding later.
Efficient Scaling of Deduplication

With a single-system GRID, all data history is stored together, and thus all data is de-duplicated.
Without this architecture, separate systems do not talk to each other, and do not share deduplication history. This means duplicate copies of the data will be kept, over-utilizing system
capacity.
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ExaGrid Cost-effective Disk-based Backup - Summary
ExaGrid offers complete on-site and off-site Cost-effective Disk-based Backup.

ExaGrid is the only solution that satisfies all seven requirements of Cost-effective Disk-based
Backup:
1. Leverage existing backup applications and processes
2. Reduce nightly backup window
3. Enable fast and reliable data restores utilizing a disk-based verified data approach
4. Eliminate tape management challenges through the use of disk and server technology
5. Provide efficient and low cost scalability through compression and byte-level data deduplication technology
6. Co-exist with existing tape strategy
7. Supplement offsite tapes with a live disk-based data repository
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Cost-effective Disk-based Backup with Data Deduplication
http://www.exagrid.com
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